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Access control, Secure logging, anti-virus, firewalls, etc.



Where do abstractions fail?

Today we will discuss hardware attacks on computer 
systems that bypass these protections and lead to 
security failures.



The Usual interface





Rubber Ducky attack

If the attacker could control your keyboard, 
they could install whatever they wanted.  Key 
board access is usually a physical attack. 

However, keyboards come in many shapes!









In class demo



Thunderstrike attack
https://trmm.net/Thunderstrike_31c3/



Images in next few slides taken from https://trmm.net/Thunderstrike_31c3/



System Model: how does a computer boot?

BIOS init MBR Boot loader Kernel init Full Kernel 
init User mode

Memory, I/O, Network

BIOS services Kernel

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/intelligent-systems/intel-boot-loader-development-kit/minimal-intel-architecture-boot-loader-paper.html







Details
CPU begins executing at f.fff0 

CPU MEM

BIOS

BIOS firmware begins init of hw 
Applies microcode patches 
Execute Firmware Support Pkg (blob) 
[Ram is setup] 
Copy firmware to RAM 
Begin executing in RAM 
Setup interrupts, timers, clocks 
Bring up other cores 
Setup PCI 
Setup ACPI tables 
Execute OS loader























How does Apple update its flash?





Signatures are checked in software!



How to mount this attack?



Details
CPU begins executing at f.fff0 

CPU MEM

BIOS

BIOS firmware begins init of hw 
Applies microcode patches 
Execute Firmware Support Pkg (blob) 
[Ram is setup] 
Copy firmware to RAM 
Begin executing in RAM 
Setup interrupts, timers, clocks 
Bring up other cores 
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Execute OS loader



Option ROMs













Thunderstrike 2: adapted to SW attack
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ThunderSpy
https://thunderspy.io/

DMA attacks

5

• Thunderbolt 1: no protection against
physical attacks

• Plug in malicious device
→ Unrestricted R/W memory access (DMA)

• Access data from encrypted drives
• Persistent access possible, by e.g.

installing rootkit



TB2 security fix
Threat Model

13

Industry measures against opportunistic physical access
1. BIOS access control
2. Secure Boot
3. Boot Guard
4. Full Disk Encryption
5. Thunderbolt Security Levels

Thunderbolt Security Architecture

14

• Security Levels ʹ access control system enabling users to authorize 
trusted device only

• Introduced in Thunderbolt 2
• No authorization = No PCIe tunneling



Thunderbolt Security Levels

16Source: Thunderbolt 3 and Security on Microsoft Windows 10 Operating System ʹ Intel Corporation

Definition
SL0

None
• No security (legacy mode)

SL1
User

• Device authorization ACL based on UUID
• UUID fused in silicon
• Default setting on all PCs

SL2
Secure

• Device authorization based on UUID (SL1), plus
• Cryptographic device authentication (challenge-response)

SL3
No PCIe

tunneling

• Disable all Thunderbolt connectivity
• USB and/or DisplayPort tunneling only

SL4
Disable daisy-

chaining

Terminate PCIe tunneling at first TB device
(some Titan Ridge controllers only)

Pre-boot 
protection

PCIe tunneling enabled only if Thunderbolt device previously 
authorized by user

Security Levels prevent malicious TB 
devices from accessing PCIe domain,
thereby protecting against:
• Device-to-host DMA attacks
• Device-to-device (P2P) DMA attacks
• PCI ID spoofing to target vulnerable device 

drivers
• TLP source ID spoofing



Thunderbolt 2 Controller Firmware
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• UUID stored in plaintext, not covered by any 
signatures



Video of attack

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uvSZA1F9os

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uvSZA1F9os


Intel ME attack



Powerbrick attack

www.ti.com Rx Sink and Source Capabilities and Active PDO/RDO Host Interface Registers

17SLVA842–November 2016
Submit Documentation Feedback

Copyright © 2016, Texas Instruments Incorporated

USB PD Power Negotiations

NOTE: Object 3 (20-V fixed) is still the active RDO but now the operating current and maximum
current fields are 2.5 A.

Figure 14. New Initial Power Negotiation Between Source and Snk_35-50W.pjt Sink

5.2 Using Received Data and System Information to Renegotiate Power Contracts
The USB-PD source may sometimes be mobile computers operating off of battery power or multiport
systems sharing a fixed amount of power trying to allocate resources to PD sinks on a case-by-case
basis.

If the total power available in a USB-PD dock acting as a source is 100 W and 50 W is being used by the
sink on port A, then a standard 60-W contract cannot be offered to port B.

After reading the Rx sink Capabilities Register, it is determined that the sink using FW from the “Snk_35-
50W.pjt” project only requires 35 W on Port A, so a 60-W contract could be offered to Port B.

In this example, source PDO3 will be reduced to 20 V, 1.75 A and then the TPS65982-EVM acting as the
source will send the Send Source Capabilities (SSrC) message to attempt to renegotiate the PD power
contract at a lower power setting.

NOTE: In Figure 14, the operating current and maximum current fields are now 2.5 A but the new
sink capabilities have been modified and the PD source can determine this information.
Figure 15 shows the sink capabilities processed by the source after issuing a Get sink
Capabilities (GSkC) PD command.

Figure 15. New Sink Capabilities in Reply to GSkC PD Command from Source

Figure 16 shows the source PDO3 being modified on the TPS65982-EVM acting as a source before the
SSrC command is issued to the TPS65982 device to resend the Source Capabilities PD Message.
Modifying the Rx source capabilities register (0x32) and issuing the SSrC command are both performed in
the TPS6598x Utilities Tool GUI.



Cold boot attacks

“Contrary to popular belief, DRAMs hold their values for surprisingly long intervals without power or refresh. “ 

Lest We Remember: Cold Boot Attacks on Encryption Keys, Usenix’08
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• Basic protection: password-based login (OS level) 
• Industry best practice: disk encryption

Protecting data in stolen computers
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Stolen computer Attacker’s computer



Disk Encryption Solutions

FileVault (Apple OS/X)



Full Disk Encryption

58

Disk

File system



Full Disk Encryption
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Disk

File system

On the fly 
encryption



Full Disk Encryption
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Disk

File system

On the fly 
encryption

Password:  
   *********



Full Disk Encryption
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Disk

File system

On the fly 
encryption



Common attack scenario
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Decay After Cutting Power

5 secs
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Decay After Cutting Power

5 secs 30 secs 60 secs 5 mins
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Capturing Residual Data
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Basic Cold Boot Attack

64
Stolen computer



Computer locked, disk encrypted, key in RAM

Basic Cold Boot Attack
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Computer locked, disk encrypted, key in RAM
• Attacker can: 

– Plug USB with memory dumping software 
– Disconnect and reconnect the battery 
– Analyze memory dump and extract key 
– Decrypt the disk

Basic Cold Boot Attack

64
Stolen computer



Recovering the key 
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• The attack doesn’t recover the whole key
• For some encryption schemes this is sufficient to recover the key, 

e.g., AES and RSA
• Opened a new line of research “leakage-resilient cryptography”

Recovering the key 
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What if BIOS Clears RAM?
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• Can the attacker move the memory to its own computer where 
BIOS doesn’t clear RAM?

• Naively that would take too much time
• Solution: cool the memory card

What if BIOS Clears RAM?
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Stolen computer Attacker’s computer



-50°C < 0.2% decay after 1 minute
67

Slowing Decay by Cooling

15

Spray with upside-down multipurpose duster
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-196°CLiquid nitrogen

< 0.17% decay after 1 hour

Not necessary in practice

Even Cooler

69
17



More secure options









https://puri.sm/posts/pureboot-bundle/

https://puri.sm/posts/pureboot-bundle/

